Improve Your Hospital
Pharmacy Business
With the Right Reverse
Distribution Partner

Reverse Distribution can sometimes be an afterthought in a hospital
setting, but to ignore the value a quality reverse distribution partner
provides could be a costly mistake.
At Pharma Logistics we honor the challenges of today’s pharmaceutical
market and provide our customers with a full-service reverse distribution
experience that is focused on ease of use, regulatory compliance and
financial accountability.
When you partner with Pharma Logistics, you get access to:
 Precision Reporting: With access to customizable and dynamic

enterprise-wide reporting, our online Customer Portal drives process
improvements through efficient and effective data reporting tools to
help you build business intelligence and make better decisions.
 Dedicated Support Team: Your Customer Advocate’s focus is to

ensure smooth implementation of services by offering a unique
combination of quality service, partnered with industry leading
software to help you reduce the volume of returned goods while
making you more cost-efficient and profitable.
 Credit Assurance: Our Service Fee Guarantee ensures our

customers receive the service and credit rate expected.
 Expedited Cashflow: Our Rapid Credit Program offers customers

a cost-effective solution AND delivers credits within just 14 days
compared to the industry standard of 12+ months.

An Overlooked Source of Cashflow
Reverse distribution generates more than $13 billion annually in
product values, according to a 2018 report titled “The Role of Reverse
Distribution” written by the HDA (Healthcare Distribution Alliance)
Research Foundation. This represents a major opportunity for your
hospital to recoup significant ROI from recalled and expired products.

Benefits of Partnering with Pharma Logistics

Financial Accountability
• Support cashflow and boost your hospital ROI by
receiving credits within 14 days from the day your
product is processed at our facility with our Rapid
Credit Program.
• Stop waiting to reconcile your books and duce
your reconciliation time by up to 25 hours per
month, freeing up your accounting team to focus
on more pressing issues.
• Improve collection rates with our Twice-patented
Precision Processing™ technology which delivers
accurate, item level visibility and reporting tools
giving you actionable insights into regulatory
compliance and financial accountability.
Operational Efficiency
• Your Customer Advocate provides you with
support at every step, ensuring working with
Pharma Logistics is an easy transition and will
provide the ongoing partnership you need to
make informed decisions.
• 24/7 access to our Online Customer Portal
provides real-time visibility into the return process,
so you never have to wonder about the status of
your return.
• Access to PharmaWaste services means you
have a single source for creditable and noncreditable returns.

Service Options That Fit
Your Hospital’s Exact Needs

With Pharma Logistics’ Onsite Service
From packaging to disbursement, your entire expired drug return process is completely handled—with clear and easy
tracking every step of the way.
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Onsite Services
Save your hospital a significant number of resources and time by letting us handle the entire
expired drug return process. This service is available nationwide.
A local, bonded, trained and licensed Pharma Logistics representative will come onsite to
handle ready-to-return materials. They will:
• Check paperwork and do same-day DEA Form 222 completion.
• Provide in-person account summaries.
• Ensure proper packaging.
• Prepare shipping for carrier pickup.

Box & Ship Service
Keep vendor visits to a minimum and handle your returns on your own schedule.
This service is available nationwide.
Simply put your unused or expired pharmaceuticals in a box and ship them to us when
it is convenient for you—we will take it from there. We provide you with:
• Prepaid shipping labels.
• DEA Form 222.
• Tamper-proof bags.

Other Services
Benefits of Access to Reverse Distribution Analytics
As a partner to hospitals across the nation, we understand how important
actionable data is to the decision-making process. With Pharma Logistics,
you have 24/7 access to dynamic and customizable enterprise-wide data
reporting Online Client Portal. You will always know exactly where your
credit is through access to complete view of the pharmaceutical returns
process in real-time.
Enterprise-wide analytics include:
 Dashboard showing status of all returns.
 Line-item reporting.
 Data to support compliance and financial reporting.
 Credit reconciliation.
 Monthly credit disbursement.
 Estimated Return Value (ERV) calculation.

Your personal customer advocate will train your compliance, pharmacy and
finance teams to use the portal to generate reports, paperwork and other useful
information so your entire organization is aligned on the value of your program.
Simplify Your Crucial Pharmacy Services with One Vendor
Beyond reverse distribution, your hospital has access to additional programs
that will help streamline your services saving time on vendor accounting
and management.

Rapid Credit Program

Support cash flow and ROI for
your hospital’s pharmacy budget
with our Rapid Credit Program.
Pharma Logistics can offer
this powerful prefunded option
based on a patented processing
system for calculating the
estimated return value (ERV) of
pharmaceutical products to a high
degree of accuracy. We send your
reimbursement within 14 days from
the day your product arrives at our
facility. Many of our clients rely on
our program to get their funds back
within the month to boost their
operational budgets. The Rapid
Credit Program is available for both
Box & Ship and Onsite services.

Pharma Waste
Our PharmaWaste program offers a simple way to properly dispose of your
pharmaceutical waste, ensuring compliance with local, state and federal
regulations for returns and disposal . Coupled with our reverse distribution
services you have a singular solution for all your creditable and non-creditable
pharmaceutical products.
DSCSA Compliance and Assure-Trak® Compounding
Management System

How to Get Started
with Pharma Logistics
Getting started with Pharma Logistics
is easy. Just call us at 888-729-7427
and we’ll make sure you get all the
information you need to make the
best decision for your hospital.

As market leaders in serving the needs of hospital pharmacies, the strategic
partnership between ConsortiEX and Pharma Logistics means easier, more
seamless access to supply chain and pharmacy services for your hospital
pharmacy. Plus, you can easily apply funds generated by your Pharma
Logistics reverse distribution services to pay for your crucial compliance
services from ConsortiEX.
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Drug Take Back Program:
Our Drug Take Back Program ensures your customers have a convenient
way to dispose of over-the-counter medications, prescription drugs and
controlled prescription drugs properly. This helps protect your community
from prescription drug abuse and accidental poisoning; it also reduces the
dangers of pharmaceutical waste through environmentally safe disposal.
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1801 North Butterfield Road
Libertyville, IL 60048
888.729.7427
Fax: 847.837.1226
plcustomerservice@pharmalogsitics.com
www.pharmalogistics.com

